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Announced in 2013, the BRAIN Initiative will bring together neuroscientists and technological 
innovators to advance our understanding of how the human brain really works. What are the big 
questions that we will be able to answer with these new methodological approaches?  How can 
these advances in understanding be translated into improved prevention and treatment of 
mental illness and neurological disease? 

In this course, you will learn more about model systems and cutting-edge technology used to 
ask questions at the frontiers of neuroscience, guided by primary literature and in-class 
discussions.  You will also evaluate neuroscientific research in the context of public policy and 
the need for clinically relevant neuroscience.  Grading will be based on participation in class 
discussions, and each of you will be expected to lead discussion at least once during the 
semester. For each topic, we will discuss current findings in basic science, related technological 
breakthroughs, and the clinical and ethical implications.  Of course, I want to introduce each of 
you to new ideas and approaches in neurobiology.  More importantly, I hope that this course will 
push you to think like scientists - to not only understand a new idea but to apply it, 
discuss it, evaluate it, and challenge it. 

In this course, we will accomplish the following learning outcomes:

★ Learn about state-of-the-art approaches and techniques in neuroscience, and become 
familiar with key issues facing the field. 

★ Read and evaluate primary scientific literature. 
★ Give clear and engaging presentations of scientific material. 
★ Participate in informed and respectful discussions about scientific research. 
★ Integrate new information from current primary literature with material learned in other 

classes. 
★ Evaluate approaches to important scientific questions - strengths, limitations, and 

implications for human health. 
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axonal projections (13 of 15 neurons in rhombomeres 3–8; Fig.
2B) that sometimes projected beyond rostral hindbrain. All eight
neurons labeled in the middle (putative dbx1b) glycinergic stripe
(rhombomeres 6–8) had contralaterally extending axons with
both ascending and descending branches within hindbrain, often
of similar length (Fig. 2C). All seven neurons reconstructed from
the third, lateral glycinergic stripe (Fig. 2D) had both ipsilateral
and contralateral axonal projections that distinguished them
from those belonging to other stripes; there was, however, vari-
ation in the extent of ascending or descending projections on the
two sides of the hindbrain.
Although these 63 reconstructed single cells from four of the

transmitter stripes represent only a small fraction of the neurons
in hindbrain, they reveal a general pattern consistent with the
idea that these hindbrain stripes contain neurons with different
morphological features. This conclusion is also supported by
a series of backfilling experiments designed to more specifically
examine projection patterns within these transmitter stripes (26).

Age-Related Patterning of Neurons in the Stripes. We next exam-
ined neurons within a single stripe to determine if there was any
organization within stripes. We focused on the medial gluta-
matergic stripe of neurons expressing the alx transcription factor,
for which we had the most morphological data, transgenic lines
marking the stripe, and evidence that some neurons in the stripe
might be involved in swimming.
We examined whether neurons differed by age in an orderly

manner along the axis of a stripe by photoconverting the color
change protein Kaede, in an alx-Kaede transgenic line, at dif-
ferent time points during development to generate fish with the
earliest differentiating neurons labeled in red, and the latest
differentiating cells in green (Fig. 3 A–D).
We found a broad and consistent pattern of age-related order

in which the oldest neurons were ventrally positioned and the
youngest ones populated more-dorsal regions within the alx
stripe throughout hindbrain, as in Fig. 3C. The exceptions were
two bands in which young alx neurons were ventrally positioned
in rhombomere 6, and one group of alx neurons that was located
medially and outside of the stripe region in rhombomere 8. The
broad age order was present across multiple fish photoconverted
and imaged at different times (n = 10, photoconverted between
24 and 55 hpf and imaged between 33 hpf and 8 dpf). In an
additional 22 experiments we crossed a fish expressing Kaede
under a general neuronal promoter (Huc:Kaede) into transgenic
lines with neurotransmitter and transcription factor stripes la-
beled in green to determine the location of the young and old
neurons in the various stripes (glyt2, n = 4; vglut, n = 5; dbx1b,
n = 1; barhl2, n = 6; Huc:Kaede alone, n = 6). These experi-
ments supported the conclusion that the pattern in which the
oldest neurons are located ventrally, with the younger ones
stacked above them, is present broadly across multiple hind-
brain stripes.
The processes of the alx neurons in the neuropil appeared

ordered by age as well. In the hindbrain, processes of older
ventral neurons (red and yellow) are located dorsally in the
neuropil, which lies just below the stripe of somata, whereas
younger, dorsal neurons (green) have processes located more
ventrally in the neuropil (Fig. 3E, panels 1 and 2). In contrast, in
the spinal cord, which contains processes of alx neurons from
both hindbrain and spinal cord, the older neuropil lies medial
and dorsal to the younger neuropil (Fig. 3F, panels 1 and 2). We
quantified the intensities of red and green fluorescence within
different regions of the neuropil following photoconversion/im-
aging at different times and found the age-related order with the
neuropil to be present in all four cases quantified in spinal cord
and in multiple hindbrain rhombomeres (photoconvert 2 dpf/
image 3 dpf; photoconvert 33 hpf/image 2 dpf in spinal cord;
photoconvert 28 hpf/image 5 dpf; and photoconvert 2 dpf/image
4 dpf for R4–8 in hindbrain; n = 1 for each; Fig. 3, E2 and F2).
This age-related patterning of projections raises the possibility
that there might be age-related connectivity.

Structural and Functional Organization of Neurons Within the alx
Stripe in Hindbrain. We suspected that some alx-positive neurons
in hindbrain would be active during swimming, based upon evi-
dence for involvement of spinal alx neurons in swimming (27,
28). To examine this, we developed an approach to do targeted
patch recording from neurons deep in the brain in vivo in 4- to 6-
dpf fish to allow us to explore their activity patterns. When we
patched from alx-positive neurons in the caudal hindbrain in
rhombomere 7 while recording from ventral roots to monitor the
motor pattern, we found that some (but not all) of the neurons
were rhythmically active following light or electrical stimulation,
in a pattern that matched the swimming motor output recorded
from the ventral roots (Fig. 4A, panels 1 and 2).
We then looked at structural variation of alx cells along the

axis of their stripe. We examined the morphology of 19 alx
neurons labeled stochastically with Brainbow-1.1m at different
positions along the axis of the stripe in different hindbrain
rhombomeres (Fig. 4B). We quantified the total axonal branch-
ing for a subset of 10 neurons that were located in the same

Fig. 3. Age-related patterning within the medial glutamatergic, alx hind-
brain stripe. (A) Location of images. (B) Timing of experiments. (C) Lateral
view of alx:Kaede expression in a photoconverted fish shown from hindbrain
through to spinal cord. White dashed lines indicate the rostrocaudal loca-
tions of the numbered cross-sections from different rhombomeres (R3–R8)
and into spinal cord. (D, panels 1–3) Lateral views of hindbrain/spinal cord
regions of alx:Kaede transgenic fish photoconverted/imaged at different
times (timing shown in B). In this example we assigned colors so that green
cells on the figure had no red in them at the imaging time, and neurons
colored red on the figure are those with any red staining (they might also
have had green but it was removed to make the youngest, pure green cells
obvious). The yellow color here thus does not represent colabeling, but in-
stead red and green neurons that overlap in the z direction. (E, panel 1)
Reconstructed confocal cross-section shows that neuropil for older neurons
(red) in hindbrain tends to be dorsal to that for younger neurons (green). (E,
panel 2) Quantification of relative red/green expression at different dorso-
ventral locations within a cross-section of neuropil in rhombomere 7 from
a different fish than E, panel 1; ventral is at the bottom. Red expression is
shifted dorsally relative to green. (F) Photoconversion of an alx:Kaede
transgenic fish imaged in spinal cord also shows age-related separation in
the neuropil. In F, panel 1, a reconstructed confocal cross-section shows that
neuropil for older neurons (red) tends to be medial and dorsal to that of
younger neurons (green). (F, panel 2) Quantification of the dorsoventral
distribution of red and green expression in the neuropil. (Scale bars, panel 2
in E and F, 10 μm; all other images, 20 μm.)
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To reveal the connections between the 379 reconstructed neurons,
we identified pre- and postsynaptic sites and assigned them to their
respective parent cells. Within the reference column and its imme-
diate surround, we annotated 10,093 presynaptic sites and 38,465
associated postsynaptic sites (3.8 6 1.2 (mean 6 s.d.) per presynaptic
site) (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Table 1). Although presynaptic
T-bars typically fell onto proofread profiles of neurons, postsynaptic
sites usually fell onto isolated profiles, unassigned to any neuron.
Thus, it was necessary to trace the dendrite containing each post-
synaptic site back to a parent cell. This postsynaptic tracing was
extremely challenging as Drosophila neuron dendrites branch elabo-
rately and, indeed, can be thinner than the section thickness.

The challenging postsynaptic tracing led to (1) some erroneously
identified synaptic contacts, and (2) a high fraction (,50%) of con-
tacts that could not be traced to their parent neuron and were therefore
unidentified. To increase our confidence in the identified contacts (1),
we had two proofreaders trace every postsynaptic site (Methods), and
only accepted into the connectome those contacts that both proof-
readers identified independently. By contrast, it was not possible
to reduce the number of unidentified contacts experimentally (2).
However, we were still able to construct a connectome valuable for
inferring function because we found that, within the medulla, connec-
tions of high weight (that is, high number of synaptic contacts per
connection) both capture a large fraction of the total connection weight
and can be identified with high fidelity. Indeed, the distribution of
connection weight in our connectome is heavy tailed (Fig. 3b, inset,
and Supplementary Fig. 3), as has been found in other organisms21,22.
Also, assuming that synapses are equally difficult to proofread, we
found that any strong connection (with .5 synaptic contacts) will
be identified with .95% probability. Therefore, in the resulting con-
nectome, 8,637 synaptic contacts are precisely identified, and all strong
connections are represented.

The connectome module and its pathways
To identify pathways performing local computations such as motion
detection, it was necessary to generate a more convenient abstraction
of the full connectome. Because we expect that the circuits of interest
repeat within each column, we extracted from the medulla connec-
tome a periodic module of connections between identified cell types
that arborize in every column. These include both so-called synper-
iodic cell types with single neurons in every column of the medulla23,
and cell types with several members within each column, which we
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Figure 2 | Connectome reconstruction using serial-section electron
microscopy. a, A representative micrograph, one of 2,769 from the electron
microscopy series. b, Proofread segmentation of the micrograph in a into
neurite profiles (single colours). c, Synapses comprise a presynaptic process
containing a T-bar ribbon (red arrow) and associated neurites with
postsynaptic densities (PSDs) (blue arrowheads) adjacent to the T-bar. A non-
synaptic process (green circle) lacks a PSD (in both this and other section planes
containing this T-bar). d, Neurites are reconstructed by linking profiles in
consecutive sections (left), to construct a 3D object (right). e, An example of a
neuron reconstructed from electron microscopy (left), identified by
comparison with the Golgi impregnated cell (centre)20 as type Mi1 and cross-
validated by a corresponding genetic single-cell (GSC)-labelled neuron (right)
(Supplementary Methods). f, Same as e for cell type Tm3. Scale bars, 500 nm
(a, b), 250 nm (c) and 10mm (e, f).
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Figure 1 | Motion detection and the Drosophila visual system. a, Rightward
motion component of the Hassenstein–Reichardt EMD4 model. Light input
(lightning bolt) into the left channel (magenta) is transmitted with an
additional delay, t, relative to that into the right channel (cyan). For a
rightwards-moving object, signals from both channels will arrive at the
multiplication unit closer in time to each other, and therefore become
nonlinearly enhanced (and vice versa for leftwards-moving objects). As a result,
the model responds preferentially to rightward motion. b, Alternative Barlow–
Levick-like EMD6 model, also preferring rightward motion. Note that the

inputs are combined with opposing signs and the delay is now in the right
(cyan) channel. c, Bodian silver-stained horizontal section45 of the Drosophila
melanogaster visual system revealing the four neuropils of the optic lobe. The
medulla region of interest (solid rectangle, expanded in d) and the wider
imaged volume (dashed rectangle) used to trace into the lobula plate are shown
schematically. d, The 37mm 3 37mm medulla region of interest is centred on
the reference column (red) and six surrounding nearest-neighbour columns
(blue). The medulla has ten strata (M1–M10) defined by the arborizations of its
cell types. Scale bars, 50mm (c) and 10mm (d, in all three directions).
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setting during the preceding adaptation session (phase I), which
shows that the retention of the increased or decreased locomotor drive
outlasts 10 s of fixed optic flow (Fig. 1h and Supplementary Fig. 5).
Thus, motor adaptation in larval zebrafish is not merely a response to
different patterns of visual stimulation, but instead involves a short-
term learned change in the sensorimotor transformation.

Brain-wide functional imaging during behaviour
After verifying that neural activity in the reticulospinal system is
modulated by locomotor drive (Supplementary Fig. 6a–f), as suggested
by previous studies24, we next looked for signals relating to adaptive
motor control throughout the entire brain (Supplementary Movie 2).
We generated a transgenic fish expressing the genetically encoded
calcium indicator GCaMP2 (ref. 29) driven by the panneuronal
elavl3 (previously known as HuC) promoter20,30 (Fig. 2a). We used a
paradigm in which 30 s of high gain alternated with 30 s of low gain,
without open-loop intermissions. Behavioural variables such as swim
frequency, number of bursts and power changed in an analogous
manner (Supplementary Fig. 4c). A single z plane was imaged for six
repetitions of gain switches. The brain volume that can be covered in a
single fish depends on the duration of the paradigm and the size of the
imaging plane. With relatively short assays (about 2 min) the entire
brain of a single fish can be imaged in one experiment. We chose
instead to use a longer assay—10 min—to cope with our relatively
complicated behavioural paradigm and the low signal-to-noise ratio
of GCaMP2. Thus, we sampled on average 20% of each fish’s brain and
created a composite brain for final analysis.

Data analysis was automated and carried out as follows. Every
experiment generated a number of fluorescence movies with asso-
ciated fictive swim recordings and information about the stimulus.
A custom-written signal-identification and signal-localization
algorithm extracted fluorescence time series from single neurons or
4 3 4-mm regions of neuropil (Fig. 2c–e; Methods). These fluor-
escence time series (Fig. 2e) were then related to the stimulus and
behavioural traces (Fig. 2f) using the methods described below.
Finally, to identify the regions of interest (ROIs) of multiple fish with
anatomical loci in a reference brain, all imaged planes were mapped
using an image-registration algorithm (Supplementary Movie 3) to a
high-resolution reference brain of a 6-days-post-fertilization (d.p.f.)
larva. Although small variations existed between brains, the large
number of landmarks made reasonable localization between different
fish possible (within about 25 mm; Methods).

Measurement of motor-related activity
To search the brain for neural activity related to motor output, we first
needed to solve the problem that in closed loop, it is not possible to
easily distinguish motor- from visual-related activity, as both are
directly linked in this setting. A period of open-loop stimulus pre-
sentation was added to the paradigm (Fig. 2e, f; yellow area), during
which the stimulus experienced by the animal during a preceding
closed-loop period (Fig. 2e; black bar) was repeated. Activity of
visually driven neurons during this ‘replay’ period will resemble the
activity of the preceding period, and this is formalized by using the
correlation coefficient of fluorescence (CCFF) during and before
replay, as a measure of the degree of visually driven activity. On the
other hand, activity of motor-related neurons will instead correlate
to motor output, and this is formalized by CCFM, the correlation
coefficient between motor output and fluorescence during replay, as
a measure of motor-related activity (Methods). High jCCFMj
indicates activity related to locomotion (for example, Fig. 2e), and
high CCFF indicates visually driven activity.

As in Fig. 2f, swimming behaviour of most fish became erratic
during open-loop stimulus replay. This observation shows that the
behavioural state of an animal strongly depends on the presence of
appropriate sensory feedback following a motor command.

Figure 2g shows the density of neurons in the reference brain
(n 5 32 fish) whose activity was strongly correlated to fictive motor
output during replay (high jCCFMj; Methods). Clusters of such
neurons can be seen in the caudal hindbrain, including the inferior
olive, in the cerebellum, near the nucleus of the medial longitudinal
fasciculus (NMLF) and pretectum, and in the forebrain. Asymmetries
in the anatomical maps may arise from the limited sensitivity of
GCaMP2 and the limited sampling of the brain. Figure 2h shows
the density of neurons whose activity correlates with visual input
(high CCFF; Methods). Here we used a more liberal criterion because
only a small fraction of all possible visual input could be sampled, so
that this map is by necessity less complete than that in Fig. 2g.
Nevertheless, densities were found in the area of the pretectum,
the tectum, the cerebellum and the hindbrain (including the
inferior olive). Thus, regions throughout the brain that are involved
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Figure 2 | Functional imaging during adaptive motor control in larval
zebrafish. a, Micrograph of a transgenic larval zebrafish with pan-neuronal
GCaMP2 expression under control of the elavl3 promoter. The area scanned in
c–e is indicated by a box. b, Automatic localization of imaged plane on a
reference brain (Methods). c, Detected signal (top; Methods) overlaid on
anatomical image (bottom). The neuron of interest selected in d and e is
indicated by a red circle. d, Correlational map (top, correlation coefficient of
ROI signal with all pixels in the red rectangle; Methods) overlaid on anatomy
(bottom). The example neuron has been hand segmented. e, Fluorescence time
series of example neuron. Grey, high feedback gain; white, low feedback gain.
Yellow, open-loop stimulus playback from the previous 3 minutes (black bar).
f, Fictive locomotor drive is boosted during low gain periods. The fluorescence
time series in e is strongly correlated with the fictive swim signal (yellow replay
period: | CCFM 5 0.58 | . CCFF 5 0.21). g, Areas in the brain with activity
strongly correlating to fictive locomotion ( | CCFM | . 0.5; n is the number of
sites satisfying the criterion). Green dots, location of identified sites; magenta–
yellow gradient, spatial uncertainty (caused by mapping 32 brains to one
reference brain), scaled by sampling density. Units were found in 1, areas of the
hindbrain, including the inferior olive; 2, in the cerebellum and anterior
hindbrain; 3, in the NMLF and pretectum area; 4, in the forebrain. Top panel,
side view; bottom panel, top view. h, Areas correlating with visual stimulation
but not motor output (CCFF . | CCFM | , CCFF . 0.2; Methods). 1, hindbrain;
2, cerebellum; 3, tectum; 4, pretectum; 5, forebrain. Top panel, side view;
bottom panel, top view.
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control over compulsive drug seeking. Thus, we performed ex vivo
electrophysiology to determine whether cocaine self-administration
reduced prelimbic cortex intrinsic excitability, because action potentials
are the main mechanism of neuronal communication and altered spike
firing contributes to neuronal dysfunction16 and central nervous system
disorders17.

Intrinsic excitability of deep-layer, morphologically confirmed
(Fig. 2a)18 pyramidal prelimbic cortex neurons from shock-sensitive
and shock-resistant rats was evaluated 24 h after the fourth shock
session, and was compared with naive rats. We targeted deep-layer
pyramidal prelimbic cortex neurons because they project to brain
structures implicated in drug-seeking behaviours, including the nuc-
leus accumbens, dorsal striatum and amygdala15,19,20. We first mea-
sured the amount of current required to induce an action potential in
response to brief depolarization (2 ms, 0–2,500 pA, 10 pA steps).
Relative to naive and shock-sensitive neurons, shock-resistant neurons
required almost twice as much current to elicit an action potential

(Fig. 2b) and exhibited significantly smaller input resistance
(Fig. 2c). Thus, the ability of prelimbic cortex neurons to rapidly
generate an action potential was compromised in shock-resistant rats.
In addition, prelimbic cortex neurons from shock-resistant and shock-
sensitive rats showed impairments in repetitive firing induced by
a more moderate, sustained depolarizing currents (1 s, 0–500 pA,
50 pA steps), with a significantly greater impairment in shock-resistant
versus shock-sensitive rats (Fig. 2d, e). Also, cocaine intake under
shock correlated with decreased input resistance and increased current
required for firing across all rats tested (Supplementary Fig. 2).
Analysis of the action potential shape during whole-cell recordings
and nucleated patch electrophysiological recordings revealed no dif-
ferences in Na1 channel activation, or in the composition of somatic
K1 currents or barium-sensitive K1 conductances (Supplementary
Table 1 and Supplementary Figs 3 and 4) among naive, shock-sensitive
and shock-resistant rats. Control experiments in which shock-
sensitive rats self-administered additional cocaine after each shock
session suggested that the quantity of cocaine per se was not respon-
sible for firing adaptations in shock-resistant rats (Supplementary
Fig. 5).

Thus, our results demonstrate that long-term cocaine self-
administration reduced prelimbic cortex excitability, with a much
more pronounced effect in compulsive rats. If compromised spike
firing was causally related to compulsive cocaine seeking, then increas-
ing prelimbic cortex neuronal activity could decrease compulsive
behaviour. One way to compensate for reduced excitability is to take
advantage of in vivo optogenetic stimulation21,22, in which prelimbic
cortex neurons can be activated in a temporally precise manner during
cocaine self-administration trials. Deep-layer prelimbic cortex neurons
expressing channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) (Supplementary Fig. 6a)
showed minimal loss of spike fidelity at photostimulation frequencies
up to 20 Hz both ex vivo and in vivo (Supplementary Fig. 6b, c). Also,
1 Hz prelimbic cortex photoactivation evoked field potentials in the
nucleus accumbens core, a downstream prelimbic cortex target23, with-
out loss of fidelity or generation of long-term depression (LTD) of
glutamatergic function (Supplementary Fig. 7), although other frequen-
cies can induce prelimbic cortex LTD24. Thus, photoactivation of
ChR2-expressing prelimbic cortex neurons can be reliably achieved at
physiologically relevant timescales.

To test whether enhancing activity in a hypoactive prelimbic cortex
would decrease compulsive cocaine seeking, adeno-associated virus
(AAV) encoding ChR2 fused to enhanced yellow fluorescent protein
(ChR2–eYFP) was bilaterally injected into the prelimbic cortex, with
bilateral implantation of chronic optic fibres22 targeting the prelimbic
cortex (Supplementary Fig. 8). The effect of prelimbic cortex stimu-
lation on cocaine seeking was assessed in two separate sessions
(Fig. 3A), and was only determined in the compulsive cocaine-seeking
shock-resistant rats. The first prelimbic cortex ChR2 stimulation was
administered during the last baseline session to determine the effect on
control cocaine seeking. The second ChR2 stimulation session was
given 24 h after the fourth shock session to determine whether prelim-
bic cortex activation could alter compulsive cocaine seeking; this session
was identical to shock sessions except with the addition of photostimu-
lation. In both ChR2 stimulation sessions, 1 Hz light pulses (10 ms
duration, 473 nm) were delivered to the prelimbic cortex starting at
the seek lever extension and terminating at the conclusion of the seek
link. Prelimbic cortex stimulation had no effect on control, baseline
cocaine-seeking behaviours (Fig. 3B, a–e). Similarly, in vivo prelimbic
cortex photoactivation did not promote motivated behavioural
responding (Supplementary Fig. 9).

In stark contrast to the baseline ChR2 stimulation session, prelimbic
cortex photoactivation by ChR2 significantly attenuated foot-shock-
resistant cocaine seeking. Photostimulation decreased earned cocaine
infusions and increased the latency to seek-lever press (Fig. 3C, a
and b), with a trend for decreased seek-lever presses and increased
inter-press interval (Fig. 3C, c–e). Thus, restoring prelimbic cortex
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Figure 2 | Profoundly hypoactive prelimbic cortex neurons in shock-
resistant rats. a, Morphological features of a recorded prelimbic cortex
pyramidal neuron. Scale bars represent 0.1 mm and 1 mm in the left and right
images, respectively. b, Shock-resistant prelimbic cortex neurons required
more current to elicit firing with a 2-ms current step. Top, examples of sub-
threshold membrane depolarization and the first action potential elicited by
current injection. Square pulses illustrate increasing current injection. Bottom,
current required for firing was higher in shock-resistant rats (F(3,45) 5 18.53,
P , 0.001; Tukey’s post-hoc: ***P , 0.001 naive or shock-sensitive versus
shock-resistant) (naive, n 5 10 cells; shock-sensitive, n 5 13 cells; shock-
resistant, n 5 16 cells). c, Top, neuronal responses to hyperpolarizing steps.
Bottom, input resistance was decreased only in shock-resistant rats
(F(3,60) 5 3.986, P 5 0.011; Tukey’s post-hoc: {P , 0.01 naive versus shock-
resistant, **P , 0.01 shock-sensitive versus shock-resistant) (naive, n 5 12
cells; shock-sensitive, n 5 24 cells; shock-resistant, n 5 16 cells). d, Prelimbic
cortex firing in response to current injection. e, Firing frequency versus current
injection (1 s duration, 0 to 500 pA, 50 pA steps) (two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) among all groups: treatment, F(3,59) 5 17.45, P , 0.001; interaction,
F(30,590) 5 11.95, P , 0.001; two-way ANOVA between shock-resistant and
shock-sensitive: treatment, F(1, 33) 5 6.440, *P 5 0.016; interaction group 3
input, F(10,330) 5 6.201, P , 0.001) (naive, n 5 15 cells; shock-sensitive, n 5 19
cells; shock-resistant, n 5 16 cells). Statistical analyses include neurons from
rats in Supplementary Fig. 5. Error bars indicate s.e.m.
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The semester will be divided into two broad topics at the frontiers of neuroscience: 1) cell types 
and connectivity; and 2) neuronal activity and perturbation.  For each topic, we’ll begin with a 
brief overview, then read and discuss selected pieces of primary literature to deepen our 
understanding of the big questions involved and the technological approaches used to address 
them, and conclude with simulated review panels. 

PRESENTATION  + DISCUSSION 

Most days in class will have the same basic structure, with most time spent on group 
presentations and discussions.  A pair of students will lead discussion of a journal article - 
providing context for the questions asked, clarifying the approaches used, and evaluating the 
significance and innovation of the project.  All students will be responsible for reading the journal 
article before class and answering four primary literature questions, which will be due at the 
beginning of class - these worksheets are intended to help you understand the article, articulate 
your remaining questions, and encourage participation in the class discussion.  You must 
answer these questions for 8/9 readings - you may complete all 9 and count the top 8 scores. 

FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS 

The field of neuroscience is past-paced and complex, and our discussions this semester will test 
the limits of our understanding.  We’re all going to have a lot of questions - and there’s no way 
we’ll be able to chase down the answer to every one of those questions in-class.  (Indeed, some 
of the most interesting questions may not have a clear answer yet.)  Thus, during each class 
period, we’ll identify follow-up questions - things that interest us, things that confuse us - and 
assigned students will pursue these questions outside of class and report back briefly at 
the beginning of the next class period.  Each student will be responsible for pursuing one 
follow-up question this semester.   

REVIEW PANELS 

Before scientific research can be done, each project competes to receive funding.  Most of that 
funding is awarded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH).  Institutes at NIH receive 
applications for federal grants, which are evaluated by review panels composed of scientists 
from across the country.  These review panels read the grant proposals, discuss their merits, 
and recommend which projects should receive funding.  This semester, we will hold two 
simulated review panels.  For each review panel day, you’ll be divided into small groups 
(panels).  You’ll prepare by reading brief descriptions of several grant proposals, 
investigating supporting materials, and filling out an evaluation worksheet for each 
proposal.  You’ll meet with other members of your review panel in-class to discuss your 
evaluations. Finally, you’ll simulate a funding council meeting, coming together as a class to 
discuss your findings and recommendations.   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Course materials:  All course 
materials will be made available 
on the course Blackboard site.  
These include links to weekly 
readings and descriptions of 
each assignment.

Performance Assessment: 
Attendance (x12) - 12% total 
Follow-up questions (x1) - 2% total 
Completion of  literature ?’s (x8) - 16% total 
Discussion leadership  - 30% total 
Panel participation (x2) - 40% total (15% + 25%) 

Satisfactory Grade = 70% points earned or higher

COURSE STRUCTURE
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TOPIC PREPARATION IN-CLASS

1/26 Introduction Course overview + discussion 
Sign up for presentation slots

2/2 Cell types & connections Kratsios et al (2012) + ?’s Topic overview 
Presentation (me) + discussion

2/9 Cell types & connections Kinkhabwala et al (2011) + ?’s Presentation + discussion

BREAK

2/23 Cell types & connections Takemura et al (2013) + ?’s Presentation + discussion 
Sign up for review panels

3/2 Cell types & connections Flavell et al (2013) + ?’s Presentation + discussion 
Preview review panel

3/9 Review Panel #1 Panel-specific readings 
Impact WS (x2)

Review panel meetings 
Discussion

3/16 Activity & perturbation Ahrens et al (2012) + ?’s 
Debriefing WS

Topic overview 
Presentation (me) + discussion 
Course assessment #1 (optional)

3/23 Activity & perturbation Gradinaru et al (2009) + ?’s Presentation + discussion

BREAK

4/6 Activity & perturbation Tye et al (2011) + ?’s Presentation + discussion

4/13 Activity & perturbation Warden et al (2012) + ?’s Presentation + discussion

4/20 Activity & perturbation Chen et al (2013) + ?’s Presentation + discussion

4/27 Review panel #2 Panel-specific readings 
Impact WS (x2)

Review panel meetings 
Prepare for council meeting

5/4 Review Panel #2 Debriefing WS Council meeting 
Discussion + debriefing 
Wrap-up & course assessment #2

COURSE SCHEDULE
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By assigning work outside of class, my objective is to help you learn - by suggesting structured 
ways for you to read scientific literature, by providing sets of questions that will help you 
evaluate scientific approaches, and by encouraging you to prepare for class discussions.  Most 
of your grade will depend on your preparation for class and participation in discussions - as 
leaders and as contributors.  I have provided assessment criteria (rubrics) for each graded 
assignment; please refer to these often as you prepare for class. 

All written assignments are due at the beginning of the designated class period (unless 
otherwise specified).  Written assignments may be submitted as hard-copy (handed to me in-
class) or sent electronically (submitted on Blackboard).  Because primary literature questions 
are designed to prepare students for in-class activities, they cannot be turned in late for partial 
credit. 
Because in-class participation is critical for learning in this course, you should plan to attend 
every class period, and attendance will count towards your grade.  In particular, you must 
attend class when you are assigned to answer follow-up questions, when you are assigned to 
lead a discussion, and during review panels.  You may miss one class period without losing 
points for attendance - however, you must still submit written assignments before the beginning 
of the class period for that day, to receive credit for the assignment; further, if you miss a day 
when you are scheduled to present or participate in review panels, you will lose points for those 
assignments according to the following policies.  If you are unable to attend class because of an 
excused absence (e.g. medical emergency, family emergency), please let me know as soon 
as possible, and we will arrange a make-up assignment for you - note that you will be asked to 
provide evidence of the emergency (e.g. doctor’s note).   
If you miss class for any other reason, including routine illness, the following policies apply: 
• You will not receive credit for attendance that day - note that you may miss one day without 

losing points. 
• You may receive credit for assigned homework (e.g. primary literature worksheets) if you 

submit the assignment electronically before the beginning of the designated class period. 
• If you were supposed to receive a follow-up question assignment that day, you may email 

me to receive that assignment - you will receive full credit as long as you attend the 
following class period (when you are assigned to present your findings) and address the 
follow-up question in-class.  You will not receive credit for your follow-up question if you do 
not attend class on the day that you are assigned to give your answer. 

• Primary literature presentations are like exams - you’ll be doing a fair amount of preparation, 
and it’s very important that you make every effort to attend.  If you do not attend because of 
a routine illness (e.g. cold, flu), you will not receive full credit - it would be unfair to your 
classmates otherwise.  However, you may receive partial credit for work you’ve done to 
prepare for the presentation, based on your self-assessment (which all students will 
complete for this assignment anyway) and an additional assessment of your preparatory 
work completed by other members of your group.  I understand that people get sick, and I 
sympathize - but it’s also important to be fair to your classmates. 

• Review panels are also like exams.  If you do not attend because of a routine illness, you 
will not receive full credit for the day - however, you will receive partial credit for completing 
the evaluation worksheets, if you submit them before the beginning of class on the 
designated day. 
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ASSIGNMENTS & ATTENDANCE
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If you know that you will miss several class periods for other reasons (e.g. travel), please come 
and talk to me early in the semester - it might not be appropriate for you to continue in the class.  
If you lose a lot of points due to routine illness and are concerned about your final grade, I am 
willing to consider giving make-up assignments on a case-by-case basis, but these will be 
assigned at my discretion. 
If you have any questions or concerns about these policies, please let me know - I’m happy to 
discuss them with you. 

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities 
In compliance with the Cornell University policy and equal access laws, I am available to 
discuss appropriate academic accommodations that may be required for students with 
disabilities. Requests for academic accommodations are to be made during the first three weeks 
of the semester, except for unusual circumstances, so arrangements can be made. Students 
are encouraged to register with Student Disability Services to verify their eligibility for 
appropriate accommodations.

Academic Integrity
Each student in this course is expected to abide by the Cornell University Code of Academic 
Integrity.  Any work that you turn in for credit must be your own original work.  I encourage you 
to discuss your work with others - classmates, other students, even other professors.  However, 
you must complete each assignment yourself, in your own words, and you must cite other 
people’s ideas and contributions when appropriate - if you have any questions about when it’s 
appropriate to cite a source, please let me know.
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Front page image credits:  Kinkhabwala et al. (2011) PNAS (upper left); Chen et al. 
(2013) Nature (lower left); Takemura et al. (2013) Nature (middle); Ahrens et al. (2012) 
Nature (right)
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About the Instructor
I am a postdoctoral fellow in the Fetcho lab in the Department of Neurobiology & Behavior.  I 
spend most of my time in the laboratory doing research - and this is the first course that I’m 
teaching on my own.  In the lab, I’m studying the process of circuit-building in the hindbrain of 
larval zebrafish - specifically, how cranial motor neurons get organized early in development, 
how this organization leads to proper formation of motor circuits, and what happens when this 
process goes wrong.  I’m looking forward to sharing my enthusiasm for neuroscience and 
getting to know all of you this semester. 

Contact Information 

The best way to contact me with questions or comments is by email (klm323@cornell.edu).  I 
check and respond to emails every morning - I’ll send a reply the morning after I receive the 
email, even if I have to get back to you later with the answer to your question.  I share an office 
with other researchers in the Fetcho lab (W101) - feel free to drop by with a quick question, or 
email me for an appointment.  I’m here to help you learn, and I encourage you to ask questions 
early and often if the assignments or course material are unclear - or if you just want to talk 
about science.  I’m also happy to field questions about careers in academia and research.
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Imagination is more important than knowledge.  
For knowledge is limited to all we now know and 
understand, while imagination embraces the 
entire world, and all there ever will be to know 
and understand.

- Albert Einstein

mailto:klm323@cornell.edu

